KCST Students Achievements

High Profile Events in 2019/20
• KCST students participating in Huawei-Seeds for the Future 2020 (Huawei ICT Competition) the total participants were 39 participant. The participants were from KCST, AUM, and Kuwait University, students from US universities and students from UK universities

**Outcome:** KCST students have taken 9 out 10 top positions. All but 9\textsuperscript{th} position
• KCST participate in finals of the Arab Cybersecurity Competition held in Egypt

(Outcome: Awarding place within the top ten)
• Participation of KCST students in **the 7th Kuwait Collegiate Programming Contest (KCPC 2019).** Hosted and organized by Kuwait College of Science and Technology (KCST), with success and significant coverage by KTV and SCOOP TV and all media.

(Outcome: Awarding the Second place)
KCST students participated in the first ever workshop for Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligent organized by Kuwait.ai, part of The Advance Technology Group.

(Outcome: Honored to be the Holder of Beacon of Kuwait.AI)
• KCST students participated in the Arab & Africa Collegiate Programming Contest. Kuwait site.

(Outcome: Awarding the first place in Kuwait site and the second place in Gulf Area site)
Participation of KCST students in the Kuwait Hackathon organized by the “His Highness Sheikh Salem Al-Ali Al Sabah Informatics Award” under the patronage of Sheikha Aida Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah (Chairman of the Supreme Organizing Committee of His Highness Sheikh Salem Al-Ali Al Sabah Informatics Award).

(Outcome: Awarding the first Place in Hackathon Kuwait)
Under the Patronage of Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, KCST Students has been invited to attend the Award Ceremony of “His Highness Sheikh Salem Al-Ali Al Sabah Informatics Award” at Bayan Palace.

(Outcome: Awarding the first Place in Hackathon Kuwait)
• Six KCST students succeeded in the 1st level of **Stars of Science Program** interview in Kuwait and qualified to the 2nd level of “Stars of Science” in Doha, Qatar.
• Participation of KCST students in the Global Makers Exhibition Maker Faire. Kuwait.
• KCST Participating Teams in the Global Makers Exhibition (Maker Faire Mekathon 2020 – Kuwait).

(Outcome: Awarding the third Place)
• Attending the **Second Kuwait Hackers Conference** organized by the Kuwait Hackers Company.
Participation of KCST students in Penetration Information Security Emergency Response Workshop and Testing and Digital Forensics Workshop, organized by the Kuwait Hackers Company.
• Participation of KCST students in **Kuwait Data-thon Competition**, organized by Kuwait.ai, part of The Advance Technology Group.

*(Outcome: Awarding the first place)*
• KCST Programming Club members participating in the GDGWTM’s Devfest. GDGWTM = Google Developer’s Group Women Tech Makers.
• Attending the **Kuwait Data-thon Training**. Host at KCST and organized by Kuwait.ai, part of The Advance Technology Group.
Participation of KCST students in Cybersecurity CTF online Competition using ZOOM application in cooperation with Trend Micro, as a Strategic Partner, Cyber Talents is co-organizing Kuwait National Cybersecurity CTF with GDG WTM and WiCSME and in support of KFAS for the second year consecutively.

(Outcome: The team managed to get the 5th place from the 16 teams participating)

KCST students participating in KFAS COVID-19 VIRTUAL HACKATHON 2020. With six challenging area/domain: Virtual Clinic, Virtual Classroom, Digitizing access to government services, Digitizing subsidized food supply, Digitally locating customer for e-commerce delivery and Citizen reporting of municipality related issues.

Outcome: KCST student "Mohammad AlAbdulhadi" get first place with his team “NOOBS” among the 40 participating teams in KFAS COVID-19 VIRTUAL HACKATHON 2020